On Wednesday, June 14, 2017, we will upgrade several versions at once: 10.6.1 – 10.6.11 and 10.7. After the upgrade has finished, we will be at version 10.7.0.

With this upgrade, you’ll notice some general changes as well as tool improvements.
Learn@UWSuperior Help Resources

› Technology Helpdesk
  ◦ Swenson Hall 2100
  ◦ 715-394-8300 (x8300 on campus)
  ◦ helpdesk@uwsuper.edu

› Teaching & Learning Tools website
  ◦ http://www.uwsuper.edu/teachingtools/

General Changes

› These browsers will longer be supported:
  ◦ Internet Explorer 10 (IE10)
  ◦ Safari 6, 7, and 8

› Our recommended browser is still one of the most current versions of Firefox.
General Changes Cont.

- **HTML Editor:**
  - When copying and pasting information from a Microsoft Word document, you will be asked if you would like to remove or keep the formatting.
  - The Math Editor has been updated to show the inserted equation while you are editing your work.

Discussions & Group Changes

- In Reading View, the filtering options are now displayed in a Filter by dropdown menu above the individual posts to allow sorting by unread, flagged, and unapproved posts.

- If your instructor uses the Single User Member-Specific Group, you may see a Group Discussions Topic with your name on it that only you have access to.
  - Example: Journaling Project – Sam Student
Discussions Filtering Options

Version 10.6.0

Version 10.7.0

Discussions Single User Group
Quizzes New Feature

- While taking a quiz, several question types (Multiple Choice, True/False, and Multi-Select) will highlight your selected answer blue and if you hover over other possible answers, it will highlight them gray to indicate that clicking in the highlighted area will change your selected answer.
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